2003 isuzu rodeo problems

I bought this car new in for my wife. Having owned a Rodeo with , with no problems I knew this
was the way to go and I wasn't let down. Our 03 rodeo now has , miles and still drives like new.
We've performed regular oil changes and had a new timing belt installed at 70, miles. This car
has never been in the shop. This car is so inexpensive to own and maintain. You simply can't
beat a rodeo! Very dependable. Great rear bumper is a 6 inch wide rest, a shelf or a seat when
tailgate is open like no other SUV has. Also, because back window lifts up separate from the
tailgate, I can carry 12 ft long pipes and lumber just extending 2 feet out the back window while
it is nearly all the way down. The seats lay down as a flat surface unlike most SUVs that leave
the passenger seats at an angle when folded downward. CONS: I notice that the paint chips at
each rock dent lacks flexibility then quickly rusts underneath. Tires squeal in tight turns even at
idle speed. What other compact SUV is built to tow over pounds? One of the bet SUV's I've ever
driven. Awesome Power, needed a little more interior refiniement but overall a great vehicle. Has
great offroad capability. Helps to have Spare on the hatch. I love this SUV. I love it. I traded my
tiny Camaro in for this lovely SUV. This is actually our 2nd Rodeo to own and we love it. I like
the length of the warranty. It covers just about everything that could go wrong. We had a Honda
Passport and although they resemble each other they are nothing like each other. The interior is
nice and roomy and the seats are very comfy we do NOT have lumbar support, you only need
that if you are like years old. The trunk area is large enough to hold all of our luggage for family
vacations plus some and then we still have the luggage rack on top. I love the size of the vehicle
because it's not small but not big. I have owned this car for about 8 months. I think 2. Fuel is It
has a noise engine when you accelerate. Interior is just average, it could be much better.
Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the Rodeo. View Photos. List Price
Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star.
Pros interior comfort appearance spaciousness seats warranty acceleration driving experience
towing ride quality off-roading. I love it! A better engine could improve a lot! Items per page:.
Write a review See all Rodeos for sale. Sponsored cars related to the Rodeo. Sign Up. Lots of
fun. I recently purchased this vehicle used, so not really any problems to talk about just yet. It's
a very comfortable ride and I feel completely safe when I'm driving. The radio isn't the best, but
that's not too big a deal. It also doesn't have a whole lot of get up and go in them, so I am not a
fan of pulling out in front of people. The truck handles very well in snow and mud due to a very
good transfer case. It gets halfway decent fuel mileage. The only problem I have had with it is
the brakes need to be changed often regardless of the driver. It was a tow package which is
convenient. If have not had any real major problems with this SUV. I love it. This is a great SUV
it's 16 years old and still on the road. My vehicle is black and used. It has its problems including
the transmission. My rodeo cannot reverse so I have to put it in neutral and manually push the
car out of the parking spot because the reverse gear is not working. The ac never works and the
driver seat does not work. It is powered not manual so I'm stuck in a very uncomfortable
position while driving. The vehicle performs surprisingly well, and is a great car for the price.
The seats are comfortable and it drives smooth. My vehicle runs fairly well. It has k miles on it. It
was rolled in an accident so the whole front end is dented. My rear window won't release due to
the release mechanism being broken. It is a very comfortable vehicle to ride in. Reliable, no frills
SUV. Clutch is unusually long and can sometimes require more force than you expect to push it
down and start the car, etc. Comfortable seat, spacious back seat, very practical trunk. I love the
size of the small SUV. It is practical for my everyday needs. It's not too big, but it also is big
enough for moving large items. It is reliable. It keeps going. Can't figure why reduced power is
on. I like the size of my vehicle. It's mid sized but a capable suv. I wish I had more leg room. The
vehicle is very reliable. I love it! It's sturdy! It's reliable! But mostly it's always ready to keep up
with me! It's not the best looking car, but it has been very dependable. Maintenance for it has
also been very low in cost as well. I like that it is four wheel drive. I like that it get 20 miles per
gallon. I do not like it has a small gas tank. My vehicle is very reliable. I have not had any major
problems. It is very safe. The only major things I have done with it is tune ups brakes. It saves of
gas. Change Year. Owner Reviews See below. For Sale Near Me. Owner Reviews. Filter by:
Rating. Comfort Reviews. Fuel Economy Reviews. Performance Reviews. Value Reviews.
Problems Reviews. Safety Reviews. Reliability Reviews. Search by keyword. Most Helpful. Most
Recent. Highest Rating. Lowest Rating. Effie Graham wrote on January 5, Sabrina P wrote on
September 19, David H wrote on September 19, Marisa S wrote on November 22, Isaak H wrote
on November 22, Cameron H wrote on November 22, Maddie S wrote on November 22, Megan P
wrote on October 23, Kim B wrote on October 23, Calvin J wrote on October 23, Amber J wrote
on October 23, Sam S wrote on October 23, Jackson C wrote on October 23, Continue to
Overview. It looks like you're new here. If you want to get involved, click one of these buttons!
Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides. Service
Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. December edited March in Isuzu. Hi,

I have a Rodeo LS and have a few questions. First : Does this model have an indicator light on
the dash that tells you if the 4x4 is on? Second : What is the correct way for this model to
change from 2 wheel drive to 4x4? I can only seem to move the 4x4 stick when the engine is off.
Thanks in advance for the input. December Yes this model has an indicator light to tell if the 4X4
is engaged. It is a green light that is at the bottom middle of the instrument cluster. You cannot
however take it from 4H or 4L to 2WD mode while the vehicle is in motion. You must stop the
vehicle, place the 4WD selector into 2WD place the transmission in reverse about ft and then
you're good to go forward again. You can go forward without going in reverse, however the
4WD will still likely be engaged. February Hi I just have a Q? When is the right time to use the 4H
and the 4L? I never have to try it because i dont know where and when to use the 4H and 4L.
March I have a Rodeo S 4X4 and had the same exact problem. If I remember correctly, the radio
and windshield wipers and maybe defrost also went out. Do you have a wire plug for trailer
lights on the back of your car? Problem 2 Does your Rodeo go into 4wd by it self or especially
when someone is sitting in the front passenger seat, if so let me know and I'll tell you how to fix
that too. August edited August Thank I start it up again and drives great the rest of the day. Just
as a background, I had the tranny rebuilt last year and computer replaced with another used
one. It seams like the computer messed up the tranny. Thanks for any feedback. October I own
a Isuzu Rodeo, unfortunatley my wife didn't pay attention to the oil light. I went to a local shop
and they replaced the motor with a used one. The 4-wheel drive doesn't engage now and the
shop is telling me it's not their responsibilty? Everything worked prior to the engine running out
of oil. The shop replaced an acuater which is located under the center console. They said the
actuater was corroded, this did not fix the problem. I search other possibilities and found that if
the pin connection at the end of a vacuum line was connected properly, this would cause the
4-wheel drive not to engage? I told the shop this and they still can't figure it out. They brought
to a dealership and the dealership also told them it's the actuator. Any advice? What do I do
when this happens? I do not like that the transaxles are always spinning when driving this rig,
even when not in four-wheel drive. Looking for an easy way to go about swapping out the
shift-on-the-fly feature on this rig Passport with a auto-locking hub feature from another rig
Passport. Can I get away with just swapping the hubs; or will I have to remove the entire
differential? The '96 has all of the vacuum and electronic switch gear; the '95 does not. Can I
just disconnect, add the locking hubs on the outside of the wheels, and be done? Eventually, I
will have to swap out the transaxles both boots are cracked ; but the weather is crap lately. In
the alternative, what is the easiest way to remove the entire four-wheel drive feature until the
spring thaw comes? What needs to be disconnected beyond the rear of the differential? Is it just
a driveline from Point A to Point B that will disengage this along with swapping out the hubs so
the transaxles aren't engaged from the outside of the wheels? April Ok sorry to dig up an old
thread, but I have a isuzu rodeo v6 5 speed 4x4. It wont come out of 4hi wont go into 4low or 2hi.
I've tried backing up, putting it in neutral, shutting the truck off and moving it and nothing. Can
anyone help me out here with what my problem is? Any help is greatly appreciated! September
Have 2 Isuzu amigos. One is 2wd one is 4wd. Will transfer case bolt up to the
whirlpool wtw5000dw0 parts diagram
toyota land cruiser fj40 repair manual pdf
saturn astra manual
2wd? Thanks for your help. I need help with mine too plz What could be the cause of this? How
and why would it be in 2wd last night when parked and be engaged in 4x4 this morning on its
own? I am stumped and need help asap! It's all we have atm and I can n9t afford to take this to a
shop. Please plz please help us!!!! Thank you everyone!!! Isuzugirl92 California Posts: 3. I have
92 Rodeo fwd with 3. I put it in shop they broke clutch release bearing assembly I'm not sure if
is called that but the bearing is pressed on this part and it attaches to clutch fork with a spring.
Please help. They dropped tranny 5 times. They couldn't get new clutch to work. Long story.
They tried 5 different clutchkits. Come to find out after I demanded old parts to be put back in
and return truck. They came gave me new clutch kit I paid already. But When I returned it. I have
It was the And I was told by few guys that my broke clutch release bearing assembly will still
work.. Sign In or Register to comment.

